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Leadership succession is one of the most critical 
and daunting tasks a family business can face. 
Unfortunately, there are few resources that set 
forth in a concise way established best practices 
and then provide practical guidance on their 
implementation. 

Leadership Succession: Best Practices from the 
World’s Leading Businesses seeks to fill that need. 
This handbook outlines the five steps to success 
that enduring family businesses follow in their 
own leadership succession practices and is based 
on extensive interviews with the chairman and 
chief executive officer of such companies. 
Each element of success is described in detail 
along with diagnostic and implementation tools 
to help readers apply the principles to their own 
 organization. The handbook is built on research 
conducted by Egon Zehnder and the Family 
Business Network, the world’s leading family 
business organization, as well as guidance from 
Sabine Rau, professor of Entrepreneurship and 
Family Business at King’s College London. 

It is our hope that those responsible for succession 
planning in family businesses will find this 
handbook to be a useful guide in their endeavors.
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Family businesses: 
Powerful  
but vulnerable
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Family-owned businesses play a major role in 
the global economy. Family members control  
a significant share of:

  One-third of Standard & Poor’s 500 companies
   Forty percent of the 250 largest firms in France 
and Germany
  More than 60 percent of large corporations in East 
Asia and Latin America

However, it can be difficult for family businesses 
to achieve long-term success. According to the 
Family Business Institute:

Just as with non-family owned companies, 
the ability to attract and retain the right chief  
executive officer and other senior executives is 
an essential component of long-term success and 
stability. But board directors of family businesses 
give themselves much lower performance  ratings 
than board directors of non-family  companies 
in the realm of talent management.

30 %
of family businesses last 
into a second generation

12 %
remain viable into a third  
generation

3 %
survive to the fourth generation  
or beyond
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The Family Business 
Leadership Study
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In order to better understand how family 
businesses can develop effective senior talent 
management, Egon Zehnder and the Family 
Business Network, with guidance from Sabine 
Rau, professor of Entrepreneurship and Family 
Business at King’s College London, conducted 
extensive interviews with family members 
and senior executives at 50 leading family 
businesses. The interviews examined the most 
recent change in top leadership, including the 
method of identifying the successful candidate, 
the evaluation criteria, the family’s role in the 
process, family members’ perceptions of the 
successful candidate, the successful candidate’s 
view of the family, the first 100 days of inte-
gration and the family’s communication with 
the new leader.

The companies that were surveyed:

  Have at least 50 percent of voting rights  
controlled by family members, most of whom  
are in the third or fourth generation
  Have a minimum of € 500 million in annual  
revenue
  Are among the top three companies in their  
respective industry and geographic market 
  Are drawn from a wide range of industries  
and represent a truly global sample
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At most of the companies surveyed, a family  
decision maker and a non-family executive  
were separately interviewed. Interviews were  
conducted between January and August 2014. 

Eighty-nine executives were interviewed,  
including:

Americas
Brazil
Chile
United States
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Middle East
Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates

Europe
Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Netherlands
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom

Asia Pacific
China
India
Indonesia
Japan

We gratefully acknowledge the many family  
and non-family chairmen and CEOs who  
generously shared their thoughts and experi-
ences with us and contributed to the insights  
of this report. 

34
Family member

12
Family member

12
Non-family member

31
Non-family member

46 Chairmen 43 CEOs
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Don’t rush. 
Be precise. 
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Elements of
success
Our study showed that successful family- 
owned companies followed five common steps 
in their approach to leadership succession: 
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1. Understand the organization’s 
 unique “family gravity”

2. Establish a strong and structured 
 leadership succession process

3.  Have a clearly defined corporate  
governance process 

4. Understand what is needed in the 
 family business leader

5. Carefully manage the integration 
 process
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1.  Understand the organization’s  
unique “family gravity”

One of the key characteristics that distinguishes family busi-
nesses from non-family businesses is what we call “family  
gravity”: the values and priorities that endure across genera-
tions and how those values and priorities affect making  
strategic decisions and running the business. Understanding 
the family gravity is essential when evaluating the talent  
needs of any family business because the leader must have the 
capability to be effective in this environment.

Family gravity can be felt throughout an organization, but  
the ultimate source is a core of one to three family members 
who “carry the mantle.” A family’s gravity can be evaluated  
by looking at three characteristics:

The nature of the gravity. What are the non-negotiable values 
and legacy of the family business? Does the family have a  
particular connection with the location of its headquarters?  
Are there certain markets the family is committed to serving  
or avoiding? Is the business operating above expectations  
in how it treats its employees, suppliers and customers?

The strength of the gravity. How strong a pull those values  
exert on the organization is determined by how firmly  
the family’s identity is linked with the family and how much  
cohesion there is among family owners. 

The transmission of the gravity. A family’s values and priori- 
ties affect the day-to-day operation of the business through  
the written and unwritten rules of family and business govern-
ance that determine how decisions are made. The level of  
identity and cohesion within a family often is reflected in its 
governance.
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Questions to ask

What are the non-negotiable values and legacy of the family? How 
have these values shown themselves in business decision making, 
policies and relationships?

Is the family a cohesive unit or is there dissention or rival power  
centers? How strongly does the family identify with the company? 
What impact does this have on how the business is managed and  
the qualities successful leaders must have?

What are the written and unwritten rules of family and business 
governance? Are there aspects of that governance that need to  
be re-examined? Do both family members and non-family executives 
understand those rules in the same way?
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2.  Establish a strong and structured  
leadership succession process

The transition to a new leader can strengthen a company’s  
vision and trajectory or expose discord and stalled momentum. 
Despite the importance of succession planning, many com- 
panies have failed to establish the process necessary for a seam-
less transition. Among the successful family businesses we  
examined in this study, nearly 30 percent had considered only 
one candidate for the role, and two-thirds had failed to follow  
a properly structured succession process.

Even if there is a clear front-runner, the choice of a new leader  
is not a coronation but rather a comprehensive process that  
begins with consensus on the company’s position in the market 
and ends with an evaluation of the leader’s performance. 
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Discuss the  
possible paths  

of succession based  
on family involve-

ment, the needs  
of the business and 
the talent pipeline

Examine  
the company’s  

competitive environ-
ment, strategic  

vision and industry 
disruptions

Accelerate family  
alignment regarding 

firm strategy,  
family involvement  

and financial  
investment

Translate  
company goals into 
a profile of the next  

leader, including 
required experience, 

competencies  
and values

Develop a  
succession process  

to identify and  
evaluate candidates 

and select a  
finalist

 Identify the pool 
of internal and 

external candidates 
and build a dossier 

on each one

Develop a long  
list of suitable  

candidates who 
meet all  

requirements

Create a short
 list of the 

six to eight most 
desirable

 candidates

Obtain references 
and conduct  

interviews with 
short-list  

candidates; select 
one or  

two finalists

Hold and 
conclude contract 

negotiations

Establish an agenda 
for the first six to  

12 months encom-
passing the family, 
the new leader and 
other stakeholders

Analyze the senior 
management  

team and identify 
any changes to  

be made

Conduct 360°  
feedback of  

the new leader  
and create a  

development plan,  
if necessary

Evaluate perfor-
mance at the  

two-year mark 
against previously 

agreed-upon  
benchmarks

Discuss and  
make decision on 
renewal or non-

renewal of contract

Phase 1: Discussion and commitment by shareholders
In family companies, the leadership succession process naturally 
has the potential to unleash a great deal of emotion, especially 
among decision makers. Because of this, it particularly is critical 
to agree in advance on the type of leader needed, how candidates 
will be evaluated and how a selection will be made: 

Phase 2: Identification, evaluation and selection
Success of this phase depends on a search strategy that looks 
beyond obvious choices to ensure a thorough selection process:

Phase 3: Integration and development of the successor
Succession does not end with the selection of a company leader 
but includes a detailed integration process that helps identify 
and remedy any challenges that occur:
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The hierarchy of talent sources for family businesses

When the successful family businesses in our study sought  
to identify possible leadership candidates, they followed a  
clear hierarchy:

Tier 1: Family members
Family members who have been effectively groomed for leadership offer  

the best opportunity for sustaining both the business’ and the company’s  
unique family gravity 

Tier 2: Internal candidates
Non-family internal candidates will have a clear track record on their  

performance and alignment with the family’s values 

Tier 3: External candidates
External candidates can bring a much-needed fresh perspective and  

approach to the company’s challenges and opportunities,  
but these potential leaders must be evaluated carefully for fit with the  

family and its culture

Successful family businesses know that family members must 
be proactively developed if they are to provide a reliable pipeline 
of leadership talent. More than 40 percent of the companies in 
our study include members of the next generation on their board 
and committees with the objective of nurturing appropriate 
business and management skills.
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Stay involved.
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Create space 
for interaction.
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3.  Have a clearly defined  
corporate governance process

A strong succession process must be supported and enforced 
with well-defined corporate governance. It is telling that in  
our study, one-quarter of the non-family executives interviewed 
report having had governance concerns when they consid- 
ered joining the family business. It is difficult to recruit top non-
family executives into a family business that is not professionally 
run because executives cannot count on the level of independence 
needed to do their job. Likewise, executives from the family  
find that their ability to lead is hampered without the clear bound- 
aries that good governance provides.

Having either an advisory or supervisory board is central to good 
family business corporate governance. Of the firms we studied: 

2 %
have both a supervisory board  

and an advisory board

85 %
are governed by  

a supervisory board

8 %
have an advisory board

5 %
have neither
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Own the decision.
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4.  Understand what is needed in the  
family business leader

Whether he or she comes from inside or outside the family,  
the successful leader of a family business combines three  
important qualities:

Shared values: The critical factor for  
long-term success

CEOs of large corporations typically spend six to 10 years in the 
role. Most successful family businesses — which think in terms of 
generations — would regard so short a tenure as a failure. Because 
long-term leadership is the goal, family businesses regard align- 
ment with the family’s values as non-negotiable. Family mem-
bers know that a less-than-perfect fit with values will have nega-
tive repercussions that cannot be repaired. 

While candidates who also are family members obviously have 
an advantage over non-family internal and external candidates 
in this regard, alignment with the family values for the business 
should not be assumed; no candidate should be exempt 
from assessment in any area. In our study of successful family 
 businesses, family members have this to say about the role 
of values when choosing senior leaders:

“He did not have all the operational requirements the board had asked 
for, but he had so much else. He is the kind of person who just 
fits into our culture, and that is more important than the role spec.”

“His value system as a person … was a very, very key factor in  
the decision.”

“Can I imagine working closely with this person for 10 or 15 years?”

Shared values Key  
competencies Potential
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Key competencies: The right tools in the  
leadership toolbox

The specific competencies a leader needs depends on that 
 company’s vision, challenges and market position. But in 
 addition to the range of traditional business competencies, 
the leader of a family business must have strong command of 
three com petencies specific to the family business environ-
ment: family  business awareness, ownership dynamics 
and sustainable entrepre neurship. For each of these family 
 business competencies, it is especially helpful to evaluate 
 executives and potential leaders along the following scales 
measuring their current  level of readiness.

Family business awareness
An understanding of the organization’s values, traditions and 
history and the ability to translate those attributes into how the 
business is run:

Level 1:  Knows company values, traditions and history
Level 2:  Uses knowledge of company values, traditions 

and history to inform leadership behavior
Level 3:  Works to keep company values, traditions  

and history alive and relevant
Level 4:  Engages current and future generations of 

family leadership to embed company values, 
traditions and history in company culture

Level 5:   Takes a leadership role in ensuring family 
business continuity

Level 6:  Leads the evolution of the company’s  
traditions

Level 7:  Continually refines company values and  
traditions for long-term alignment between 
the family and the company

Red flag: Has little awareness of the company’s values,  
traditions and history

Exceptional

Deficient
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Ownership dynamics 
The ability to mentor next-generation family leaders and act as 
a trusted advisor on ownership and governance issues as they 
relate to the family’s legacy:

Level 1:  Understands that next-generation family 
members must be taken into account

Level 2:  Is aware of the perspectives of next-generation  
family members

Level 3:  Responds appropriately to governance  
changes and requests for involvement from 
next-generation family members

Level 4:  Proactively engages with next-generation 
family members regarding their involvement 
in the firm

Level 5:  Proactively supports the development of  
next-generation family members

Level 6:  Integrates next-generation family members 
into succession planning

Level 7:  Proactively mentors next-generation family 
members

Red flag: Has little awareness of next-generation  
family members

Exceptional

Deficient
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Sustainable entrepreneurship
The ability to manage both the commercial and social-impact 
aspects of the business to allow the family business to be  
sustained over generations in a way true to the family’s values: 

Level 1:  Understands the concept of sustainable  
entrepreneurship

Level 2:  Is able to articulate areas of tension in the  
family’s sustainable entrepreneurship vision  
that need to be addressed

Level 3:  Actively engages family members in a  
constructive discussion about sustainable  
entrepreneurship tradeoffs and opportunities

Level 4:   Is able to help the family set sustainable 
 entrepreneurship goals

Level 5:  Proactively develops and implements sustain-
able entrepreneurship strategies 

Level 6:  Engages with family members to seek out and  
capitalize on sustainable entrepreneurship  
opportunities

Level 7:  Serves as trusted advisor on sustainable 
 entrepreneurship issues

Red flag: Ignores the inherent tension that value crea-
tion, preservation and social change can cause

Exceptional

Deficient
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Potential: The key to leading in today’s  
dynamic world

Competency assessment provides an essential evaluation of a 
candidate’s leadership tools. But basing an assessment solely  
on competencies assumes that future success can be predicted 
from past performance — an assumption that does not hold 
when the business environment is as volatile, complex, uncer-
tain and ambiguous as it is today. No industry is immune from 
the changes brought by digital transformation, and ongoing 
 globalization continues to create new markets but also additional 
competitors. Novel business models require a rethinking of 
 conventional assumptions and risks.

By analyzing the data on thousands of executives it has assessed, 
Egon Zehnder has identified four key traits that are indicators 
of the potential to succeed in the face of the unknown:

1.  Curiosity: A penchant for seeking out new experiences,
 knowledge and candid feedback and an openness to 
 learning and change
2.  Insight: The ability to gather and make sense of 
 information to suggest previously unseen opportunities 
 and threats
3.  Engagement: A knack for using emotion and logic 
 for communicating a persuasive vision and connecting 
 with people
4.  Determination: The wherewithal to fight for difficult 
 goals despite challenges and to bounce back from adversity
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Hiring the non-family executive

Non-family executives play a major role in the success of most 
family businesses. Indeed, among the family businesses we 
studied, 59 percent employ a CEO who is not a family member —  
and that figure rose to 79 percent among companies where  
the family owns less than 76 percent of the voting shares.

The company’s succession and assessment process may deter-
mine that the right executive for the job is one outside the 
 family, but no matter how good the fit, that person still is 
an outsider. To maximize his or her chance of success, it 
is  important to understand the type of relationship that is 
 needed between the executive and the family.

Questions to ask

Is there any dissention among family decision makers regarding 
the candidate? If so, are these divisions recent or do they represent 
pre-existing fault lines within the family?

Does the candidate have the competencies to manage the family, 
given its dynamics?

How have previous appointments from outside the family unfolded? 
If there were lessons to be learned, have the appropriate changes 
been made?

Aside from business considerations, is the candidate genuinely liked 
by the family? Would it be pleasant to spend a weekend with the 
 candidate and his or her significant other?

The three relationship archetypes that  
occur with non-family leaders

When appointing a non-family member to a leadership position, 
it is not enough just to have a clear definition of the role being 
filled. The relationship between the family and the non-family 
leader also must be defined. In examining the companies in our 
study, we identified three archetypes that occur in this relation-
ship, which we discuss in terms of the non-family leader’s role 
in the relationship:
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Counterpart: A true peer to the family owners. The counterpart’s 
appointment signals a shift to (or confirms a continuance of) 
non-family leadership. A counterpart works as an equal partner 
and creates his or her own momentum within the business 
while preserving the family’s values. This type generally is seen 
in the chairman, CEO and chief financial officer positions. 

Governor: A pragmatic leader who leaves strategy to the family. 
The governor is given leeway for implementation within well-
defined boundaries. Usually found in conglomerates or compa-
nies with low family equity, this is the least common type of 
non-family leader. 

Steward: A manager who is subordinate to the family but who 
adds significant value by executing the family’s vision in an  
effective, professional manner. A steward generally is found in 
situations where family owners are looking to maintain their 
legacy and keep existing operations running smoothly.

Each archetype works at a different level of independence  
from the family and thus needs to possess the three family  
competencies in different amounts:

Family business  
awareness

An understanding of the 
organization’s values,  

traditions and history and 
the ability to translate those 

attributes into how the  
business is run

Ownership  
dynamics

The recognition and  
management of genera-

tional changes in the fam-
ily’s business ownership 

and involvement

Sustainable  
entrepreneurship

 The ability to manage  
both the commercial  

and social-impact aspects  
of the business to allow  

the family business  
to be sustained over gen-

erations in a way that  
manifests the family’s  

values

Counterpart

Level of competence

Less  
independence

More  
independence

Governor

Steward
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5.  Carefully manage the  
integration process

Managing the three dimensions of integration

Given the care that must be taken in the leadership succession 
process, selection committees can be forgiven for feeling that  
after deciding on a candidate and successfully recruiting him  
or her to the company, the job is finished. But the fact is that  
the leadership succession process must extend to cover the on-
boarding and integration of the successful candidate into the 
organization. 

Unfortunately, this step often is omitted in both family and 
non-family companies. In a 2013 Egon Zehnder online survey  
of senior executives from around the world, only 30 percent  
reported receiving integration support for a new role. Survey  
respondents also said that when a new executive struggles  
in a role, the most likely cause is a poor grasp of how the organ- 
ization works — precisely the sort of pitfall that a thorough  
onboarding process can counter. 

For family-owned companies, a conscientiously executed  
integration process is essential whether the new leader comes 
from the ranks of the family or not. Non-family executives  
clearly benefit from intensive mentoring and support from  
key family decision makers. But even when the person taking 
the reins is the family’s ‘heir apparent’, he or she needs to  
be thoughtfully transitioned into the role. In our study of 
 leading family companies, we identified three best practices 
to help ensure the success of a new leader. 
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Organizational alignment: The successful candidate must  
be affirmed in the new role quickly so that he or she can tackle  
the business tasks at hand and so that there is no time for  
dissent or doubt to fester. Successful family companies make 
sure that, when possible, the outgoing leader or other senior 
family member frequently is at the side of the new leader so 
that essential knowledge can be transferred in person and  
in real time.

Family bonding: The integration process should include many 
formal and informal opportunities for the successful candidate 
to work and socialize in his or her new role with both family 
and key non-family members.

Stakeholder acceptance: Family decision makers need to send  
a strong signal that the successful candidate has their full  
support. Watch carefully for any poorly defined roles or bound-
aries that may cause friction as company ownership and man-
agement adjust to a new leader. 
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Strengthen and 
safeguard a 
family’s gravity.
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Key lessons from  
successful family  
owners
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Don’t rush. Succession planning and management of senior  
talent are the most critical responsibilities of family business 
leaders. The need for care is heightened when the process 
 involves non-family candidates.

Be precise. Finding the right candidate for a leadership role is 
an exacting task, and it is essential to have both a clear job  
description and a rigorous process to guide the decision. For 
non-family candidates, assess their ability to manage current 
family dynamics and determine how well they match the needed 
non-family archetype.

Stay involved. Adapting the selection process to the company’s 
governance structure is a major consideration. Companies  
with basic governance should push themselves to look beyond 
their own backyard when searching for talent. Decision makers 
of companies with effective governance structures need to 
 remember that strong governance demands continual high  
involvement.

Create space for interaction. Objective measures of a candidate’s 
fit with a role are important. But particularly in family busi- 
nesses, subjective judgment also must be considered. Create  
opportunities for formal and informal interactions to get a  
true sense of the person.

Own the decision. In the talent management process, family 
 decision makers can benefit from outside expertise in profiling, 
pre-selecting, consulting and systematically evaluating. How-
ever, the final decision must rest with the family.

Strengthen and safeguard a family’s gravity. A family’s values, 
cohesion and identification with the business are unique  
and make the business distinct from non-family businesses. 
Live the family’s values consciously and conscientiously.
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The Egon Zehnder 
Leadership  
Succession Interview 
Team
The 89 interviews that formed the core of the study  
were jointly conducted by the Family Business Network  
and the following Egon Zehnder consultants:

Global project management 
Egon Zehnder: René Sadowski and Volker U. Peters
Family Business Network: Alexandra Jequier
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Gabriel Sanchez Zinny
Miami
gabriel.sanchezzinny@egonzehnder.com
t + 1 30 55 69 10 80

Christian Spremberg
São Paulo
christian.spremberg@egonzehnder.com
t + 55 11 30 39 07 06 

Americas

Luis José Garreaud
Santiago
luis.garreaud@egonzehnder.com
t + 56 22 92 47 703

German Herrera 
Miami
german.herrera@egonzehnder.com
t + 1 305 569 10 40
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Hartmuth von Maltzahn
Düsseldorf
hartmuth.maltzahn@egonzehnder.com
t + 49 211 13 999 24

Joost Maes
Brussels and Luxembourg
joost.maes@egonzehnder.com
t + 32 26 27 57 43

Ian J. Maurice
London
ian.maurice@egonzehnder.com
t + 44 20 79 43 19 05

Pierre Mogenet
Paris
pierre.mogenet@egonzehnder.com
t + 33 1 44 31 81 12

Europe

Peggy Cornwell
London
peggy.cornwell@egonzehnder.com
t + 44 20 79 43 19   19
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Sikko P. Onnes
Amsterdam
sikko.onnes@egonzehnder.com
t + 31 20 301 11 12

Nina Peters
Malmö and Stockholm
nina.peters@egonzehnder.com
t + 46 10 21 45 80 4

Simon Page
London
simon.page@egonzehnder.com
t + 44 20 79 43 18 12

Pablo Sagnier
Madrid and Barcelona
pablo.sagnier@egonzehnder.com
t + 34 93 24 05 13 5

Jörg K. Ritter, Ph.D.
Berlin
joerg.ritter@egonzehnder.com
t + 49 30 32 79 55 13
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Murat Yesildere
Istanbul
murat.yesildere@egonzehnder.com
t + 90 212 381 66 66

Andreas Zehnder, Ph.D.
Zurich
andreas.zehnder@egonzehnder.com
t + 41 44 267 69 40

Raimund Steiner, Ph.D.
Vienna
raimund.steiner@egonzehnder.com
t + 43 1 531 72 15

Europe

Middle East

Eduen Mobayed
Dubai and Jeddah
eduen.mobayed@egonzehnder.com
t + 971 43 76 55 00
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Hillary K. Chan
Hong Kong and Shanghai
hillary.chan@egonzehnder.com
t + 852 29 18 76 38

Asia Pacific

Sonny Iqbal
New Delhi
sonny.iqbal@egonzehnder.com
t + 91 124 46 38 003

Bill King
Shanghai
bill.king@egonzehnder.com
t + 86 21 24 01 82 28

Mika Masuyama
Tokyo
mika.masuyama@egonzehnder.com
 +81 3 5219 0467
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Lily Surya
Jakarta
lily.surya@egonzehnder.com
t + 62 21 29 35 56 26

Johannes B. Wardhana
Jakarta
johannes.wardhana@egonzehnder.com
t + 62 21 29 35 56 99

Catherine Hongxia Zhu
Hong Kong 
catherine.zhu@egonzehnder.com
t + 852 29 18 76 78

Asia Pacific

Yoshiaki Obata
Tokyo
yoshiaki.obata@egonzehnder.com
t + 81 3 52 19 04 64
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About Egon Zehnder and Its Family Business Advisory

Egon Zehnder is the world’s leading privately held executive 
search and talent management consultancy with more than 
400 consultants in 69 offices across 41 countries. The firm 
 provides senior-level executive search, board search and advisory, 
CEO succession and family business advisory, as well as leader-
ship assessment and development to the world’s most respected 
organizations. Egon Zehnder’s clients range from the largest 
corporations to emerging growth companies, family and private- 
equity controlled entities, government and regulatory bodies, 
and major educational and cultural organizations. For more 
information: www.egonzehnder.com.

Egon Zehnder’s Family Business Advisory assists families, owners 
and managers in navigating the challenges of leadership, 
 succession and governance across generations. Based on 
 decades of experience serving many of the world’s finest family 
companies, we know that the critical first step in this journey 
is to build alignment among family members around the 
 family’s philosophy and approach to business and ownership. 
With this in mind, our Family Business Advisors work closely 
with family members and owners to create an environment 
conducive to driving the best people decisions in their 
 specific context.

About the Family Business Network

The Family Business Network (FBN) is the world’s leading family 
business organization, a not-for-profit international community 
that is run “by families, for families” with the aim of strengthen-
ing successful and sustainable enterprises across generations. 
FBN’s International Network was developed in 1989. Today, 
with more than 8,500 individual members from more than 
2,900 family businesses across 57 countries, FBN is continually 
increasing its ability to help family businesses grow, succeed 
and prosper through the exchange of best practices, new ideas, 
and the peer-to-peer learning activities in a safe and trusted 
 environment.
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